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Hello from the M/V Africa Mercy! 
 
Thank you for applying to serve with Mercy Ships. We are always excited to have new faces join us! We also 
love learning from the wide variety of skills and experiences that you bring. We would like to explain a little 
about how our hospital works to better prepare you for your arrival. 
 
Orientation 
Our Ward Clinical Educators will contact you approximately 2-4 weeks before you arrive with some 
information for you to read. Once you arrive, you will find a welcome note on your cabin door, detailing 
information for when and where your orientation will take place. You will spend a few hours with one of 
our Ward Clinical Educators, going through paperwork, policies and procedures. You will have two 
orientation shifts where you will work closely with a preceptor to learn what is expected of a ward nurse. 
After these orientation shifts, you will be expected to take patients by yourself, always supported by the 
Ward Team Leader or Charge Nurse on shift as well as your other ward colleagues. 
 
Shifts  
You can expect to work approximately 10 shifts in a 2-week period. You will usually receive one weekend 
off every 2-3 weeks. Shifts are 8 hours long. You will work a mixture of day and evening shifts, with 3-4 
night shifts in a 3 to 4-week period. Night duty is expected of all ward nurses. Shift times are as follows:  
 
Day shift: 0700-1530  
Evening shift: 1400-2230 
Night shift: 2200-0730 
 
Patient load 
You will look after 5-7 patients of varying acuity on a day or evening shift. On a night shift, you will look 
after 10-12 patients. You will care for patients with simple incision lines, as well as with more complicated 
skin graft dressings, surgical drains, NG (nasogastric) tubes, urinary catheters, IV fluids, IV antibiotics, naso-
pharyngeal airways and, occasionally, tracheostomies. When you arrive, you will be given the opportunity 
to tell us how comfortable you are with certain skills, and this will be taken into consideration when you are 
allocated a patient assignment. 
 
Adults and Children 
The ward is home to adults and children from a few weeks old, to over 60 years of age. As far as possible, 
we ask pediatric nurses to care for the children, especially the younger ones. However, whether you are an 
adult or pediatric trained nurse, you can expect to care for patients of all ages. When you arrive, you will be 
given the opportunity to tell us how comfortable you are with looking after children of different ages, and 
this will be taken into consideration when you are given patient assignments. 
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What to wear? 
Scrubs are worn on the wards. Scrubs are provided by Mercy Ships for those who are involved in direct 
patient care. However, you may bring your own if you prefer. Mercy Ships launders the scrubs we provide, 
but you are responsible for laundering any personal scrubs. Closed toed shoes must be worn while working. 
Long hair must be tied back. Jewelry should not be worn, except for a watch.  
 
Other 
On the Africa Mercy, you will find that Nursing is different from what you may have learned in your home 
country. Many comment that they discover the art of Nursing while on board and realize how it not only 
complements the science of Nursing, but is an essential component that often gets squeezed out of our 
busy home schedules. It’s an exciting place to be, and we encourage each member of our team to embrace 
the differences this brings. You may not always find yourself busy with clinical nursing tasks, but you will 
always find opportunities to build relationships with patients, translators and fellow crew members. Our 
surgical schedules are carefully balanced to accommodate a wide variety of post-surgical needs. At times 
however, the surgical schedule may change on a short notice, which may restrict the numbers of surgeries 
we can do, resulting in having more nurses than we need. During these quieter times, nursing staff will be 
asked to perform other tasks within the Hospital other than pure nursing. Flexibility is definitely a quality 
needed when working and living here.  The “start-up” and end of a field service are examples of times 
when tasks, other than nursing tasks, are required. 
 
In an effort to be transparent, I also would like to share that Mercy Ships actively seeks to make Jesus Christ 
the center of all we say and do, both in and out of work. We are very happy for crew from all religious 
backgrounds to come and serve alongside us; we do not discriminate. However, I believe it is valuable to 
share accurately and openly that Mercy Ships is a Christian, faith-based organization, especially for those 
coming to serve who may not have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. A few examples of what you 
can expect include a time of worship and prayer to accompany various meetings on board and a time of 
prayer and devotion to start the handover time between nurses at change of shift. 
 
I pray that you will first and foremost know that God delights in your obedience as you come and join us. I 
also pray that you will come ready to embrace all that He has for you on your journey on board the most 
amazing hospital in the world. You may find some surprises along the journey, but speaking from 
experience, they will be good and ones that will change you forever! 
 
I do hope this has helped to answer some of your questions. If you have specific questions about the 
nursing here, feel free to email me. Please make sure you have thoroughly read all the information sent to 
you by the Medical Volunteer Coordinator and the information that will be sent to you by our Ward 
Educators. Most of your other questions will be answered in these resources. 
 
We look forward to meeting you soon, and we are excited to welcome you as part of the ward team! 
 

Jane White 
 
 
Jane White, Ward Manager 
ward.manager.afm@mercyships.org 
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